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GEOMETRIC CHARACTERIZATION AND CLASSIFICATION OF
BA¨CKLUND TRANSFORMATIONS OF SINE-GORDON TYPE
JEANNE N. CLELLAND AND THOMAS A. IVEY
Abstract. We begin by considering several properties commonly (but not universally) pos-
sessed by Ba¨cklund transformations between hyperbolic Monge-Ampe`re equations: wavelike
nature of the underlying equations, preservation of independent variables, quasilinearity of
the transformation, and autonomy of the transformation. We show that, while these proper-
ties all appear to depend on the formulation of both the underlying PDEs and the Ba¨cklund
transformation in a particular coordinate system, in fact they all have intrinsic geometric
meaning, independent of any particular choice of local coordinates.
Next, we consider the problem of classifying Ba¨cklund transformations with these prop-
erties. We show that, apart from a family of transformations between Monge-integrable
equations, there exists only a finite-dimensional family of such transformations, including
the well-known family of Ba¨cklund transformations for the sine-Gordon equation. The full
extent of this family is not yet determined, but our analysis has uncovered previously un-
known transformations among generalizations of Liouville’s equation.
1. Introduction
The classical Ba¨cklund transformation for the sine-Gordon equation
zxy = sin z (1.1)
is a system of two partial differential equations for unknown functions u(x, y) and v(x, y):
ux − vx = 2λ sin
(
u+ v
2
)
,
uy + vy =
2
λ
sin
(
u− v
2
)
.
(1.2)
The system (1.2) has the property that if z = u(x, y) is a given solution of (1.1), then
solving the system for v(x, y) with λ fixed gives a 1-parameter family of new solutions
z = v(x, y) of (1.1). (For example, starting with the trivial solution u = 0 gives the 1-soliton
solutions of sine-Gordon, with initial position depending on a constant of integration and
velocity depending on the choice of the nonzero constant λ.) Note that, given u, the partial
derivatives of v are completely determined; the compatibility condition of the two resulting
equations for v is precisely that u satisfies the sine-Gordon equation (1.1).
In general, Ba¨cklund transformations provide a way to obtain new solutions of a partial
differential equation (or system of PDEs) by starting with a given solution of the same (or a
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different) PDE and solving an auxiliary system of ordinary differential equations. However,
the transformation (1.2) has some special properties, including:
(1) the transformation (1.2) is an auto-Ba¨cklund transformation, i.e., it links two solu-
tions of the same PDE—namely, the sine-Gordon equation (1.1);
(2) the underlying PDE (1.1) is a wavelike equation—i.e., a hyperbolic PDE of the form
zxy = f(x, y, z, zx, zy);
(3) the transformation (1.2) preserves the independent variables x and y;
(4) the relations between the partial derivatives of u and v defined by the transformation
(1.2) are linear;
(5) the transformation (1.2) has no explicit dependence on x or y–thus, we say that the
transformation (1.2) is autonomous;
(6) the transformation (1.2) is actually a one-parameter family of transformations, de-
pending on λ.
Ba¨cklund transformations with property (6) were the subject of one of our earlier papers
[2]. In the present paper, we will concentrate on the other properties on this list. We begin
in §2 by reviewing the geometric formulation given in [1] for Ba¨cklund transformations of
hyperbolic Monge-Ampe`re systems in terms of exterior differential systems. In §3 we show
that, while properties (2)–(5) all appear to depend on the formulation of both the PDE (1.1)
and the Ba¨cklund transformation (1.2) in a particular coordinate system, in fact they all have
intrinsic geometric meaning, independent of any particular choice of local coordinates. In §4,
we consider the problem of classifying Ba¨cklund transformations with these properties, and
we give a characterization of quasilinear, autonomous, wavelike Ba¨cklund transformations
as solutions of the overdetermined PDE system (4.2). We perform a detailed analysis of
the solution space of this system in order to classify such transformations; in particular, we
show that apart from a family of transformations between Monge-integrable equations, the
space of all such transformations is finite-dimensional. Finally, in §5 we discuss some of the
limitations of our approach.
Perhaps surprisingly, a geometric characterization of property (1)–being an auto-Ba¨cklund
transformation–in terms of invariants for the associated exterior differential system remains
elusive; we hope to consider this issue in a future paper.
2. Geometric formulation of Ba¨cklund transformations
In this section, we review how to formulate hyperbolic Monge-Ampe`re PDEs, as well as
Ba¨cklund transformations between them, as exterior differential systems. We will use the
sine-Gordon equation (1.1) and its Ba¨cklund transformation (1.2) as examples to illustrate
the general constructions.
2.1. Hyperbolic Monge-Ampe`re systems. The existence of a Ba¨cklund transformation
between two partial differential equations is a property that is independent of changes of
coordinates. The geometric viewpoint we adopt for studying such properties is that of exte-
rior differential systems, in which a PDE or system of PDEs is described by a differentially
closed ideal I of differential forms on a manifold, and solutions to the PDE are in one-to-one
correspondence with submanifolds to which the forms in the ideal pull back to be zero. (Such
submanifolds are called integral submanifolds or integrals of the system.)
For example, if we let I be the differential ideal generated by the differential forms
θ = du− p dx− q dy, Ω = (dp− (sin u) dy) ∧ dx (2.1)
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on the manifold R5 with coordinates (x, y, u, p, q), then solutions of the sine-Gordon equation
(1.1) are in one-to-one correspondence with surfaces in R5 on which θ, Ω, and their exterior
derivatives vanish, and on which the 2-form dx∧dy is never zero. This can be seen as follows:
the condition that dx∧dy is nonvanishing on a surface Σ ⊂ R5 is equivalent to the condition
that Σ is a graph over the the xy plane. Thus Σ is defined by equations of the form
u = u(x, y), p = p(x, y), q = q(x, y).
Then the vanishing of θ implies that p = ux and q = uy, while the vanishing of Ω implies
that uxy = py = sin u.
This is an example of a Monge-Ampe`re exterior differential system on a 5-dimensional
manifold M. Any such exterior differential system I is generated locally by a contact 1-form
θ and a 2-form Ω, with the property that at each point Ω is linearly independent from dθ
and wedge products with θ. As an ideal within the ring of differential forms on M, I is
generated algebraically by θ, dθ, and Ω; we will denote this by I = 〈θ, dθ,Ω〉 . Given such a
system, the Pfaff theorem implies that there always exist local coordinates (x, y, u, p, q) such
that (up to a nonzero multiple)
θ = du− p dx− q dy.
Then by subtracting off suitable multiples of θ and dθ, we can assume that
Ω = Adp ∧ dy + 1
2
B (dx ∧ dp+ dq ∧ dy) + C dx ∧ dq +Ddp ∧ dq + E dx ∧ dy
for some functions A,B,C,D,E. Thus, by the same argument as above, integral surfaces
of I on which dx ∧ dy is never zero are in one-to-one correspondence with solutions of a
Monge-Ampe`re PDE
Auxx +Buxy + Cuyy +D(uxxuyy − u2xy) + E = 0, (2.2)
where A,B,C,D,E are functions of the variables (x, y, u, ux, uy).
Monge-Ampe`re equations comprise the smallest class of second-order PDEs for one func-
tion of two variables that is invariant under contact transformations and contains the quasi-
linear equations (see, e.g., Chapter 2 in [4]). So, if one is interested in studying equations
like the sine-Gordon equation (1.1) from a geometric viewpoint, it is natural to focus on
Monge-Ampe`re exterior differential systems. Note that in the example (2.1), the 2-form
generator Ω is decomposable, i.e., a wedge-product of two 1-forms. In fact, we can choose
algebraic generators for I consisting of θ and two 2-forms Ω1,Ω2 that are both decomposable.
Specifically, if we take
Ω1 = (dp− (sin u) dy) ∧ dx, Ω2 = (dq − (sin u) dx) ∧ dy,
then we have
Ω = Ω1, dθ = −(Ω1 + Ω2),
and so
I = 〈θ, dθ,Ω〉 = 〈θ,Ω1,Ω2〉 .
Monge-Ampe`re systems with this property are called hyperbolic, because this decomposabil-
ity condition is equivalent to the condition that the corresponding PDE (2.2) is hyperbolic
in the usual sense.
3
2.2. Ba¨cklund transformations of hyperbolic Monge-Ampe`re systems. The fol-
lowing geometric definition of a Ba¨cklund transformation between two hyperbolic Monge-
Ampe`re systems is based on that given in [3] and [5] (see, for example, Defn. 7.5.10 in the
latter reference).
Definition 2.1. Let (M, I), (M, I) be hyperbolic Monge-Ampe`re systems on 5-dimensional
manifolds M,M respectively. A Ba¨cklund transformation between (M, I) and (M, I) is a
manifold B, equipped with submersions pi : B → M and pi : B → M whose fibers are
transverse, and a Pfaffian exterior differential system J on B with the property that J is an
integrable extension of both I and I.
B
M M
pi pi
In this article, we will restrict our attention to the lowest-dimensional case, where B is
a 6-dimensional manifold and J has rank 2. (However, not all Ba¨cklund transformations of
interest arise in this way; see §5.) Let
I = 〈θ,Ω1,Ω2〉 , I = 〈θ,Ω1,Ω2〉
where the Ωi and Ωi are decomposable 2-forms. Then J is the differential ideal on B generated
by the 1-forms pi∗θ, pi∗θ and their exterior derivatives. The condition that J be an integrable
extension of both I and I means that
pi∗dθ ≡ 0 mod pi∗θ, pi∗θ, pi∗Ω1, pi∗Ω2,
pi∗dθ ≡ 0 mod pi∗θ, pi∗θ, pi∗Ω1, pi∗Ω2. (2.3)
Consequently, when J is restricted to the inverse image (under pi) of an integral submanifold
of I, it satisfies the Frobenius integrability condition, and similarly for the inverse image of
an integral of I. We will also assume that the Ba¨cklund transformation satisfies the technical
condition that pi∗dθ and pi∗dθ are linearly independent modulo pi∗θ and pi∗θ; we call such
transformations normal.
For example, in the sine-Gordon example above, the systems (M, I), (M, I) are each taken
to be copies of the exterior differential system described in the previous section: M = R5
with coordinates (x, y, u, p, q), M = R5 with coordinates (x, y, u, p, q), and
I = 〈θ = du− p dx− q dy, Ω1 = (dp− (sin u) dy) ∧ dx, Ω2 = (dq − (sin u) dx) ∧ dy〉 ,
I = 〈θ = du− p dx− q dy, Ω1 = (dp− (sin u) dy) ∧ dx, Ω2 = (dq − (sin u) dx) ∧ dy〉 .
B is the 6-dimensional submanifold of M×M defined by the equations x = x, y = y (because
the transformation preserves the independent variables x, y) and the two equations
p− p = 2λ sin
(
u+ u
2
)
, q + q =
2
λ
sin
(
u− u
2
)
, (2.4)
which are equivalent to equations (1.2). (We will see later that it is advantageous to regard
these equations as defining p, q as functions of the independent variables (x, y, u, u, p, q) on
B.) It is straightforward to check that the pullbacks of I, I to B satisfy the integrability
conditions (2.3), and that (B, J) is a normal Ba¨cklund transformation between (M, I) and
(M, I). The fact that the restriction of J to the inverse image of an integral submanifold of
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I satisfies the Frobenius condition is equivalent to the statement that whenever the function
u(x, y) is a solution of the sine-Gordon equation (1.1), the system (1.2) is a compatible system
for the unknown function v(x, y) whose solutions can be constructed by solving ODEs.
In [1] it is shown that a normal Ba¨cklund transformation between two hyperbolic Monge-
Ampe`re systems determines, and is determined by, a G-structure P on the 6-dimensional
manifold B, where G ⊂ GL(6,R) consists of matrices of the form
a 0 0 0
0 b 0 0
0 0 B 0
0 0 0 A
 , A, B ∈ GL(2,R), a = detA, b = detB. (2.5)
(Recall that this means P is a principal sub-bundle of the general linear coframe bundle on B,
and a simple transitive G-action on the fibers of P is induced by the inclusion G ⊂ GL(6,R).)
We will use the notation (θˆ, θˆ, ωˆ1, ωˆ2, ωˆ3, ωˆ4) for the components of the canonical R6-valued
1-form on P. In [1] is it shown that there is a connection form Υ on P (taking value in the
Lie algebra of G) such that the canonical forms satisfy structure equations
d

θˆ
θˆ
ωˆ1
ωˆ2
ωˆ3
ωˆ4
 = Υ ∧

θˆ
θˆ
ωˆ1
ωˆ2
ωˆ3
ωˆ4
+

A1(ωˆ
1 − C1θˆ) ∧ (ωˆ2 − C2θˆ) + ωˆ3 ∧ ωˆ4
ωˆ1 ∧ ωˆ2 + A2(ωˆ3 − C3θˆ) ∧ (ωˆ4 − C4θˆ)
B1θˆ ∧ θˆ + C1ωˆ3 ∧ ωˆ4
B2θˆ ∧ θˆ + C2ωˆ3 ∧ ωˆ4
B3θˆ ∧ θˆ + C3ωˆ1 ∧ ωˆ2
B4θˆ ∧ θˆ + C4ωˆ1 ∧ ωˆ2

. (2.6)
The connection form is not unique, but Ai, Bi, Ci are well-defined torsion functions on P
(see [1] for more details). The relationship between the G-structure and the Pfaffian systems
involved in the Ba¨cklund transformation is that, if (θ, θ, ω1, ω2, ω3, ω4) is a local section of P,
then on its domain pi∗I = 〈θ, ω1 ∧ ω2, ω3 ∧ ω4〉 and pi∗I = 〈θ, ω1 ∧ ω2, ω3 ∧ ω4〉. Because θ
and θ must each have Pfaff rank 5, A1 and A2 must be nonzero at every point; furthermore,
the condition of normality implies that A1A2 − 1 is also nonzero everywhere.
The G-structure endows T ∗B with a well-defined splitting
T ∗B = L⊕ L⊕W1 ⊕W2 (2.7)
such that, given any local section of P, L is spanned by θ, L by θ, W1 by {ω1, ω2}, andW2 by
{ω3, ω4}. In [3] it is shown that the torsion functions are components of well-defined tensors
on B which are maps between bundles associated to terms in this splitting. One way to see
this is to study how these functions vary along the fibers. For example, if g ∈ G is the group
element given by (2.5), then
R∗gA1 = a
−1bA1, R
∗
gA2 = b
−1aA2.
Notice that this implies that the product A1A2 is a well-defined function on B. It also fol-
lows that A1 and A2 are components of well-defined tensors in L ⊗ Λ2W ∗2 and L ⊗ Λ2W ∗1 ,
respectively. Similarly, the vectors [C1, C2] and [C3, C4] are components of well-defined ten-
sors τ1 ∈ Γ(W ∗1 ⊗Λ2W2) and τ2 ∈ Γ(W ∗2 ⊗Λ2W1). In fact, these tensors are just the exterior
derivative followed by an appropriate quotient map; for example τ1 is simply the exterior
derivative applied to sections of W1, modulo 1-forms in L, L and W1.
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For the sine-Gordon example above, one can take the following local section of P (recall
that B ⊂ R5 × R5 is defined by x = x, y = y, and equations (2.4)):
θ = du− p dx− q dy = du−
(
p+ 2λ sin
(
u+ u
2
))
dx− q dy,
θ = du− p dx− q dy = du− p dx−
(
−q + 2
λ
sin
(
u− u
2
))
dy,
ω1 = dx,
ω2 = dp− (sin u) dy + λ cos
(
u+ u
2
)
θ,
ω3 = dy,
ω4 = dq − (sin u) dx− 1
λ
cos
(
u− u
2
)
θ.
The specific multiples of θ, θ appearing in ω2, ω4 are uniquely determined by the conditions
dθ ≡ 0 mod θ, ω1 ∧ ω2, ω3 ∧ ω4,
dθ ≡ 0 mod θ, ω1 ∧ ω2, ω3 ∧ ω4, (2.8)
which are necessary to satisfy the structure equations (2.6). The torsion functions associated
to this local section are:
A1 = 1, A2 = −1, B1 = B3 = C1 = C3 = 0,
B2 = −λ
2
sin
(
u+ u
2
)
, B4 =
1
2λ
sin
(
u− u
2
)
,
C2 = −λ cos
(
u+ u
2
)
, C4 = −1
λ
cos
(
u− u
2
)
.
3. Wavelike, quasilinear, autonomous Ba¨cklund transformations
In this section, we show how properties (2)-(5) of the Ba¨cklund transformation (1.2) may
be characterized geometrically, in terms of the invariants Ai, Bi, Ci associated to the G-
structure P determined by the exterior differential system (B, J).
3.1. Wavelike Ba¨cklund transformations. A hyperbolic Monge-Ampe`re PDE is called
wavelike if it may be expressed in local coordinates as
uxy = f(x, y, u, ux, uy); (3.1)
this is equivalent to the condition that the characteristics are tangent to the coordinate
directions at each point. In terms of these local coordinates, a Ba¨cklund transformation
between two wavelike Monge-Ampe`re PDEs is called wavelike if it preserves the characteristic
directions; this is equivalent to the condition that it preserves the characteristic independent
variables x, y up to a transformation of the form
x = φ(x), y = ψ(y).
By making an analogous change of independent variables for one PDE or the other, we
may assume without loss of generality that a wavelike Ba¨cklund transformation satisfies the
condition x = x, y = y.
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A wavelike Ba¨cklund transformation between two wavelike PDEs
uxy = f(x, y, u, ux, uy), vxy = g(x, y, v, vx, vy)
is generally described by equations of the form
ux = F (x, y, u, v, uy, vx), vy = G(x, y, u, v, uy, vx).
(This will be made more precise in the proof of Proposition 3.3.) In this case the following
coframing of B is a local section of P:
θ = du− F dx− q dy
θ = du− p dx−Gdy
ω1 = dx, (3.2)
ω2 = dp− g dy + r1θ,
ω3 = dy,
ω4 = dq − f dx− r2θ,
where r1, r2 are functions on B uniquely determined by the conditions (2.8).
Note that the Pfaffian systems W1 = {ω1, ω2} and W2 = {ω3, ω4} each contain a rank
one integrable subsystem: {dx} ⊂ W1 and {dy} ⊂ W2. It turns out that, conversely, this
condition characterizes wavelike Ba¨cklund transformations; this is similar to the well-known
result (see, e.g., [7]) that a hyperbolic Monge-Ampe`re PDE is wavelike if and only each of its
characteristic systems contains a rank 1 integrable subsystem. In order to demonstrate this,
we give the following geometric definition for a wavelike Ba¨cklund transformation, and in
Proposition 3.3 we will show that any Ba¨cklund transformation that satisfies this geometric
condition is wavelike in the sense above.
Definition 3.1. A Ba¨cklund transformation between two hyperbolic Monge-Ampe`re equa-
tions will be called wavelike if each of the Pfaffian systems W1,W2 is not integrable but
contains a rank one integrable subsystem.
Remark 3.2. In [1] it is shown that W1 (resp. W2) is integrable if and only if the tensor τ1
(resp., τ2) is identically zero. Ba¨cklund transformations where one (or both) of τ1, τ2 vanishes
are highly degenerate, and are classified in [1]. Here, we will assume that both are nonzero
at each point, which is equivalent to the vectors [C1, C2], [C3, C4] being both nonzero.
Proposition 3.3. Let P ց B define wavelike normal Ba¨cklund transformation which is
wavelike in the sense of Defn. 3.1, and for which both tensors τ1, τ2 are nonvanishing on B.
Then near any point on B there exist local coordinates x, y, u, v, p, q and functions f, g, F,G
such that the following is a section of P:
θ = du− F dx− q dy, ω1 = dx, ω2 = dp− g dy − (Fv/Fp)θ,
θ = dv − p dx−Gdy, ω3 = dy, ω4 = dq − f dx− (Gu/Gq)θ,
(3.3)
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and f, g, F,G satisfy the following partial differential equations:
Fq = Gp = 0, (3.4)
f − gFp = Fy + qFu +GFv, (3.5)
g − fGq = Gx + FGu + pGv, (3.6)
0 = fvFp − fpFv = guGq − gqGu. (3.7)
Moreover, the quantities Fp, Gq, and FpGq−1 are nonzero at every point of B; in particular,
equations (3.5), (3.6) can be solved for f and g. In these coordinates, B represents a Ba¨cklund
transformation between the wavelike partial differential equations
uxy = f(x, y, u, ux, uy), vxy = g(x, y, v, vx, vy), (3.8)
with the transformation given by the equations
ux = F (x, y, u, v, vx), vy = G(x, y, u, v, uy). (3.9)
Proof. Take a local section of P such that ω1 and ω3 span the integrable subsystems of
W1 and W2, respectively. Using the G-action, we can modify the section (specifically, by
multiplying ω1, ω3 by suitable scaling functions) so that ω1 = dx and ω3 = dy for some
locally defined functions x, y on B. The structure equations (2.6) imply that {θ, dx, dy} is a
Frobenius system; therefore, there are a locally defined functions u, p1, q1 on B such that
θ = µ(du− p1 dx− q1 dy)
for some nonvanishing multiple µ. Moreover, because θ has Pfaff rank 5, the functions
u, x, y, p1, q1 must have linearly independent differentials. Similarly, there must exist locally
defined functions v, p2, q2 such that
θ = µ(dv − p2 dx− q2 dy)
for some nonvanishing multiple µ. Using the G-action, we can modify the section by scaling
so that µ = µ = 1.
The structure equations imply that dθ ≡ A1dx ∧ ω2 + dy ∧ ω4 modulo θ. Substituting
θ = du− p1 dx− q1 dy into this equation shows that we must have
A1ω
2 = dp1 − s1 dx− f dy − r3θ, (3.10)
ω4 = dq1 − f dx− s2 dy − r2θ (3.11)
for some functions f, r2, r3, s1, s2. Similarly, substituting θ = dv − p2 dx − q2 dy into the
equation dθ ≡ dx ∧ ω2 + A2dy ∧ ω4 mod θ shows that
ω2 = dp2 − s3 dx− g dy − r1θ, (3.12)
A2ω
4 = dq2 − g dx− s4 dy − r4θ (3.13)
for some functions g, r1, r4, s3, s4. We may use the remaining freedom in the G-action to
modify the section, by adding multiples of dx and dy to ω2 and ω4, respectively, to arrange
that s2 = 0 and s3 = 0.
Comparing (3.10) and (3.12) shows that the functions p1, p2, x, y, u, v are functionally
dependent, and comparing (3.13) and (3.11) shows that the functions q1, q2, x, y, u, v are
functionally dependent; on the other hand, linear independence of the forms θ, θ, dx, dy, ω2
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and ω4 shows that x, y, u, v, p2 and q1 are a local coordinate system on B
6. Thus, locally
there exist functions F and G such that
p1 = F (x, y, u, v, p2) q2 = G(x, y, u, v, q1).
Substituting these equations, together with equations (3.11), (3.12), and the expressions for
θ and θ into equations (3.10) and (3.13) yields
A1(dp2 − g dy − r1(dv − p2 dx−Gdy)) = dF − s1 dx− f dy − r3(du− F dx− q1 dy)
A2(dq1 − f dx− r2(du− F dx− q1 dy)) = dG− g dx− s4 dy − r4(dv − p2 dx−Gdy)).
(3.14)
For convenience, set p = p2 and q = q1. Expanding dF, dG and equating the coefficients of
the differentials of the coordinates in equations (3.14) yields
A1 = Fp, r1 = −Fv/Fp, r3 = Fu, f − Fpg = Fy + Fuq + FvG,
A2 = Gq, r2 = −Gu/Gq, r4 = Gv, g −Gqf, = Gx +GuF +Gvp.
This establishes equations (3.5) and (3.6) in the statement of the proposition, as well as the
form of the coefficients of dx in ω2 and dy in ω4 in (3.3).
The structure equations (2.6) imply that
dωˆ4 ∧ ωˆ3 ∧ ωˆ4 ∧ θˆ = C4
2A1
dθˆ ∧ dθˆ ∧ θˆ.
Pulling this condition back to our particular section gives
−df ∧ dx ∧ dy ∧ dq ∧ du = C4
A1
dF ∧ dx ∧ dq ∧ dy ∧ du.
The local invariants for this section satisfy C1 = C3 = 0; therefore, our assumption that
W1,W2 are not completely integrable implies that the functions C2, C4 are nonzero. Thus it
follows from this equation that df ∧ dF ≡ 0 modulo dx, dy, du and dq. This establishes the
first equation on the last line (3.7) in the proposition. Moreover, it implies that f may be
regarded as a function of the variables x, y, u, p1, q1; hence f is locally a well-defined function
on M. Similarly, the second equation in (3.7) may be derived from the condition
dωˆ2 ∧ ωˆ1 ∧ ωˆ2 ∧ θˆ = C2
2A2
dθˆ ∧ dθˆ ∧ θˆ,
and g may be regarded as a function of the variables x, y, v, p2, q2; hence g is locally a
well-defined function on M.
Since we have A1 = Fp, A2 = Gq, the condition thatB is a normal Ba¨cklund transformation
implies that Fp, Gq 6= 0 and FpGq − 1 6= 0 at every point of B. Any integral surface of J on
which dx ∧ dy 6= 0 is given by specifying u, v, p, q as functions of x and y that satisfy the
conditions p = vx, q = uy, and
ux = F (x, y, u, v, p), vy = G(x, y, u, v, q). (3.15)
By taking total derivatives of these equations with respect to y and x respectively, it follows
that u and v satisfy the wavelike PDEs (3.8), where f, g are the functions determined by
equations (3.5),(3.6).

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3.2. Quasilinear wavelike Ba¨cklund transformations. The Ba¨cklund transformation
(1.2) for the sine-Gordon equation is defined by quasilinear PDEs—i.e., PDEs that are
linear in the partial derivatives ux, uy, vx, vy. For the general case of a wavelike Ba¨cklund
transformation between two wavelike PDEs, this condition may be expressed in terms of the
local coordinates given by Proposition 3.3 as the condition that the functions F,G are linear
in the variables p, q, respectively. In this case, the invariants associated to the section (3.3)
of P have the property that the functions A1 = Fp and A2 = Gq are functions of the variables
x, y, u, v alone. It follows that the product A1A2, which is well-defined on B independent of
the choice of section of P, is also a function of the variables x, y, u, v alone.
This condition can be expressed geometrically as follows: any wavelike Ba¨cklund transfor-
mation B is endowed with a well-defined rank 4 Pfaffian system K that is the direct sum of
L, L and the integrable subsystems of W1 and W2; moreover, this system is Frobenius. (In
terms of the local coordinates given by Proposition 3.3, K is spanned by {dx, dy, du, dv}.)
Definition 3.4. A wavelike Ba¨cklund transformation between two wavelike hyperbolic Monge-
Ampe`re equations will be called quasilinear if the function A1A2 is constant along the integral
submanifolds of K (or equivalently, if d(A1A2) ∈ Γ(K)).
In terms of the local normal form (3.15) given by Proposition 3.3, this condition is easily
seen to be equivalent to the condition that the functions F and G are linear in the variables
p and q, respectively. Thus, in the quasilinear case we may set
F = F0 + F1p, G = G0 +G1q (3.16)
where Fi andGi are functions of the variables x, y, u, v, and the quantities F1, G1 and 1−F1G1
are nonzero at each point. Then the equations (3.15) defining the Ba¨cklund transformation
become:
ux = F1vx + F0, vy = G1uy +G0. (3.17)
The following proposition shows that in the quasilinear case, the local coordinates of
Proposition 3.3 may be refined in such a way that the functions f, g become linear with
respect to the variables p, q. Consequently, the PDEs (3.8) underlying a quasilinear Ba¨cklund
transformation (3.16) may both be assumed to be quasilinear as well.
Proposition 3.5. Let P ց B define a quasilinear wavelike normal Ba¨cklund transforma-
tion. Near any point on B there exist local coordinates x, y, u, v, p, q and functions f, g, F,G
satisfying the conditions of Proposition 3.3, together with the additional conditions that F
is linear with respect to p, G is linear with respect to q, and the functions f, g are linear with
respect to the variables p, q. (In particular, f and g contain no terms involving the product
pq.)
Proof. Let x, y, u, v, p, q be the local coordinates provided by Proposition 3.3. As noted
above, the assumption that B is quasilinear implies that F,G have the form (3.16). Substi-
tuting these expressions into equations (3.5), (3.6) yields the following system of equations
for f, g:
[
1 −F1
−G1 1
] [
f
g
]
=
[
F0,y +G0F0,v F1,y +G0F1,v F0,u +G1F0,v F1,u +G1F1,v
G0,x + F0G0,u G0,v + F1G0,u G1,x + F0G1,u G1,v + F1G1,u
]
1
p
q
pq
 .
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Therefore, f and g are given by:
[
f
g
]
=
1
∆
[
1 F1
G1 1
][
F0,y +G0F0,v F1,y +G0F1,v F0,u +G1F0,v F1,u +G1F1,v
G0,x + F0G0,u G0,v + F1G0,u G1,x + F0G1,u G1,v + F1G1,u
]
1
p
q
pq
 ,
(3.18)
where ∆ = 1− F1G1.
As is evident from (3.18) and the linearity relations (3.16), such transformations link
solutions of hyperbolic equations of the form
uxy = Auxuy +Bux + Cuy +D (3.19)
where A,B,C,D are functions of x, y, u. Moreover, the form of such equations, along with
the form (3.17) for the transformation, is invariant under point transformations defined by
U = ϕ(u, x, y). In order to complete the proof, it remains to show that we can use such
changes of variable to eliminate the first-order nonlinearity in the right-hand side of (3.19).
Under a change of variable U = ϕ(x, y, u), the PDE (3.19) is transformed to the PDE
Uxy = A˜UxUy + B˜Ux + C˜Uy + D˜
for the function U(x, y), where, in particular,
A˜ =
ϕuu + Aϕu
ϕ2u
.
By choosing ϕ(x, y, u) so that it satisfies the first-order PDE
ϕu =
∫
e−A(x,y,u) du,
we can arrange that ϕuu + Aϕu = 0; thus, the PDE satisfied by U has no nonlinear first-
order term. Similarly, we can simultaneously make a change of variable V = ψ(x, y, v), to
arrange that the PDE satisfied by V has no nonlinear first-order term. When we do so, the
quasilinear wavelike form (3.17) of the Ba¨cklund transformation is unchanged. (However,
the coefficients in (3.17) are altered; for example, F1 is replaced by
ϕuF1
ψv
and G1 is replaced
by ψvG1
ϕu
.) Now re-labeling U as u and V as v gives the desired local coordinates. 
3.3. Autonomous wavelike Ba¨cklund transformations. A PDE is called autonomous
if it contains no explicit dependence on the independent variables x, y. Thus, the wavelike
Ba¨cklund transformation (3.15) is autonomous if F and G are functions of the variables
u, v, p, q alone, with no dependence on the variables x, y. In this case, we can see from
equations (3.5), (3.6) that the functions f, g would also be independent of the variables x, y,
and hence the PDEs underlying the Ba¨cklund transformation would have the form
uxy = f(u, ux, uy), vxy = g(v, vx, vy).
Geometrically, the condition that the system is autonomous is represented by the presence
of a 2-dimensional Abelian symmetry group of the exterior differential system J on B—
namely, the group of simultaneous translations in the independent variables x, y. Specifically,
if J represents an autonomous Ba¨cklund transformation, then for any real numbers a, b, the
diffeomorphism φ : B→ B defined by
φ(x, y, u, v, p, q) = (x+ a, y + b, u, v, p, q)
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has the property that φ∗J = J.
It is generally more convenient to work with the infinitesimal symmetries of J. These
are the vector fields on B that generate the symmetry group; in the case of the translation
symmetry group above, the infinitesimal symmetries are generated by the two commuting
vector fields
X =
∂
∂x
, Y =
∂
∂y
.
In general, we have the following definition:
Definition 3.6. A vector field X on a manifold B is an infinitesimal symmetry of the
exterior differential system J on B if for every differential form Φ ∈ J, the Lie derivative
LXΦ is contained in J.
Since the G-structure P ց B is canonically associated to the exterior differential system
J on B, any symmetry φ of (B, J) must also be a symmetry of P, and vice-versa. In other
words, for any local section ω of P, φ∗ω must also be a local section of P. In particular, if X
is an infinitesimal symmetry then the Lie derivative LX must preserve the splitting (2.7) of
the cotangent bundle T ∗B. Furthermore, if the Ba¨cklund transformation is wavelike, then
LX must also preserve the 1-dimensional integrable subsystems of W1 and W2.
The following proposition shows that in the wavelike case, the presence of a pair of com-
muting infinitesimal symmetries characterizes the autonomous examples; more precisely, if
a wavelike Ba¨cklund transformation has two linearly independent, commuting infinitesimal
symmetries (subject to a transversality condition which will be made precise below), then
there exist local coordinates with respect to which the PDEs defining the Ba¨cklund trans-
formation are autonomous.
Proposition 3.7. Let Pց B define a normal wavelike Ba¨cklund transformation. LetX and
Y be pointwise linearly independent, commuting vector fields on B which are infinitesimal
symmetries of P and are transverse to the integrable subsystems of W1 and W2; i.e., if ω
1
and ω3 are local sections of these integrable subsystems, then
det
[
ω1(X) ω1(Y )
ω3(X) ω3(Y )
]
6= 0 (3.20)
at each point of B. Then near any point in B there exist local coordinates x, y, u, v, p, q and
functions F,G, f, g satisfying the conditions of Proposition 3.3, with the additional property
that F,G, f, g are independent of x and y.
Remark 3.8. This result is not as obvious as it may seem. Certainly, the existence of com-
muting symmetry vector fields easily implies the existence of local coordinates x, y, u, v, p, q
in which the Ba¨cklund transformation may be expressed as a system of PDEs that have no
explicit dependence on the variables x, y. But showing that these coordinates may be chosen
consistently with the conditions of Proposition 3.3 requires a bit more care than might be
expected at first glance.
Proof. Because the vector fields X and Y commute, they are tangent to a local foliation of
B with two-dimensional leaves. Thus, any point in B has a neighborhood on which there
exist functions u, v, p, q whose differentials are linearly independent and annihilate X and Y ,
i.e.,
{du, dv, dp, dq}⊥ = {X, Y }.
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Moreover, the span of {du, dv, dp, dq} ⊂ T ∗B is uniquely determined by this condition.
Let x, y be locally defined functions, possibly defined on a smaller neighborhood of the
given point, such that dx and dy span the integrable subsystems of W1 and W2, respectively.
Then by our hypothesis (3.20) the functions x, y, u, v, p, q form a local coordinate system,
and
span {X, Y } = span
{
∂
∂x
,
∂
∂y
}
at each point.
First, we will show that we can replace X, Y by constant coefficient linear combinations
X˜ = aX + bY, Y˜ = cX + dY (3.21)
(so that X˜, Y˜ commute and are infinitesimal symmetries of B as well) and x, y by functions
x˜(x), y˜(y) to arrange that
X˜ =
∂
∂x˜
, Y˜ =
∂
∂y˜
.
To this end, note that if Z is any symmetry vector field of (B, J), then
LZdx = d(Z dx) ≡ 0 mod dx,
and similarly, d(Z dy) ≡ 0 mod dy. In other words, the function Z dx is a function of x
alone, and Z dy is a function of y alone. Thus, if we let M be the matrix
M =
[
X dx Y dx
X dy Y dy
]
,
then the top row entries M11,M12 are functions of x alone, while the bottom row entries
M21,M22 are functions of y alone. Moreover, by replacing X, Y by constant-coefficient linear
combinations X˜, Y˜ as in (3.21), we can assume that M12 and M21 vanish at the given point
of B. It follows that M12 also vanishes on the hypersurface through the given point where
x is constant, while M21 vanishes on the hypersurface through the given point where y is
constant. But we also have
X˜(M12) = X˜(Y˜ dx) = X˜(Y˜ (x)) (by definition)
= Y˜ (X˜(x)) (because X˜, Y˜ commute)
= Y˜ (M11) =M
′
11(x)Y˜ (x) (by the chain rule)
=M ′11(x)M12.
So, by the local uniqueness theorem for ODEs, M12 vanishes identically in a neighborhood
of the given point, and a similar argument shows that the same is true for M21. By solving
the ODE
dx˜
dx
=
1
M11(x)
we obtain a function x˜ of x satisfying X˜(x˜) = 1. Similarly, we obtain a function y˜ of y such
that Y˜ (y˜) = 1. Dropping the tildes, we obtain a local coordinate system x, y, u, v, p, q such
that
X =
∂
∂x
, Y =
∂
∂y
,
as claimed.
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Next, we will show that we can choose a nonvanishing local section θ1 of L of the form
θ1 = Adu+B dv + C dp+Ddq +Rdx+ S dy,
where A,B,C,D,R, S are locally defined functions onB that are independent of the variables
x, y. Start by choosing any nonvanishing local section θ0 of L. (Here and in what follows we
will shrink our local coordinate neighborhood around the given point as necessary.) Because
{θ0, dx, dy} is a Frobenius system, there exist locally defined functions U, P,Q such that, up
to a scalar multiple,
θ0 = dU − P dx−Qdy (3.22)
= Uu du+ Uv dv + Up dp+ Uq dq + (Ux − P ) dx+ (Uy −Q) dy.
Because X and Y are symmetries of the system, we must have
LXθ0 ≡ LY θ0 ≡ 0 mod θ0.
Direct computation using equation (3.22) shows that
LXθ0 = Uxu du+ Uxv dv + Uxp dp+ Uxq dq + (Uxx − Px) dx+ (Uxy −Qx) dy,
LY θ0 = Uyu du+ Uyv dv + Uyp dp+ Uyq dq + (Uxy − Py) dx+ (Uyy −Qy) dy.
Each of these must be a scalar multiple of θ0. Expanding 0 = θ0 ∧ LXθ0 in our coordinates
shows that the x-derivative of the ratio any two of the functions
Uu, Uv, Up, Uq, (Ux − P ), (Uy −Q)
must be zero; similarly, these ratios must also be independent of y. Then if, say, Uu 6= 0, we
can write
θ0 = Uu
(
du+
Uv
Uu
dv +
Up
Uu
dp+
Uq
Uu
dq +
(Ux − P )
Uu
dx+
(Uy −Q)
Uu
dy
)
.
It follows that we may take θ1 = e
−λθ0 where e
λ = Uu, so that
θ1 = Adu+B dv + C dp+D dq +Rdx+ S dy (3.23)
for functions some A,B,C,D,R, S that are independent of the variables x, y, as claimed. A
similar argument shows that there exists a nonvanishing section θ1 of L of the form
θ1 = Adu+ B dv + C dp+Ddq +Rdx+ S dy,
where the functions A,B,C,D,R, S are independent of the variables x, y.
Finally, we will show that we can modify our local coordinates and rescale the sections
θ1, θ1 to arrive at sections θ, θ of L, L, respectively, of the form
θ = du− F (u, v, p) dx− q dy,
θ = dv − p dx−G(u, v, q) dy
for some functions F,G that are independent of the variables x, y. It will follow that the
Ba¨cklund transformation is given in terms of these local coordinates the the equations
ux = F (u, v, vx), vy = G(u, v, uy),
which will complete the proof of the Proposition. To simplify the exposition, we introduce the
following notations: let I1 ⊂ T ∗B and I2 ⊂ T ∗B be the complementary local sub-bundles
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spanned by {dx, dy} and {du, dv, dp, dq}, respectively. Let pi1, pi2 denote projections onto
these sub-bundles. There is an induced splitting of the local 2-forms on B, namely
Λ2(T ∗B) = Λ2I1 ⊕ (I1 ∧ I2) ⊕ Λ2I2. (3.24)
We similarly let pi11 and pi22 denote projections onto the first and last summands in equation
(3.24), respectively.
By equation (3.22), we have
pi22(dθ0) = pi22(−dP ∧ dx− dQ ∧ dy) = 0.
Substituting θ0 = e
λθ1 into this equation yields (after cancelling a factor of e
λ)
pi22 (dλ ∧ θ1 + dθ1) = 0. (3.25)
Let φ = pi1(θ1) = Adu + B dv + C dp + Ddq and ψ = pi2(θ1) = Rdx + S dy. Substituting
θ1 = φ+ ψ into equation (3.25) yields
0 = pi22 (dλ ∧ φ+ dλ ∧ ψ + dφ+ dψ)
= pi2(dλ) ∧ φ+ dφ,
where in the second line we have used the facts that pi2(ψ) = 0 (and hence pi22(dλ∧ψ) = 0),
pi22(dψ) = 0, and pi22(dφ) = dφ (which follows from the fact that A,B,C,D are independent
of x, y). But this implies that the 1-form φ is integrable, and by the Pfaff Theorem, locally
there must exist functions U˜ , µ such that
φ = eµdU˜ .
Moreover, since φ has no dependence on the variables x, y, we can assume that U˜ , µ have no
dependence on x, y as well. Thus, we can define a nonvanishing local section θ of L by
θ = e−µθ1 = dU˜ − P˜1 dx− Q˜1 dy,
where P˜1 = e
−µR and Q˜1 = e
−µS are functions of the variables u, v, p, q, with no dependence
on the variables x, y. By a similar argument, there exist functions V˜ , P˜2 and Q˜2 of the
variables u, v, p, q such that
θ = dV˜ − P˜2 dx− Q˜2 dy.
is a nonvanishing local section of L.
Now we re-label the coordinates U˜ , V˜ , P˜2, Q˜1 as u, v, p, q respectively. Then we have
θ = du− P˜1(u, v, p, q) dx− q dy,
θ = dv − p dx− Q˜2(u, v, p, q) dy.
Set F = P˜1 and G = Q˜2. As was shown in the proof of Proposition 3.3, F is in fact
independent of q, and G is independent of p. Thus, the Ba¨cklund transformation is given by
ux = F (u, v, vx),
vy = G(u, v, uy),
where there is no explicit dependence on x or y in the right-hand sides, as claimed. As noted
previously, it follows that the right-hand sides f, g of the Monge-Ampe`re equations (3.8) are
also independent of x and y. 
In the quasilinear case, we have the following corollary:
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Corollary 3.9. Let P ց B define a quasilinear wavelike Ba¨cklund transformation, and
assume that there exist vector fields X, Y on B that satisfy the conditions of Proposition
3.7. Then near any point of B there are coordinates x, y, u, v, p, q and functions F0, F1, G0, G1
satisfying the conclusions of Proposition 3.5 and which are independent of x and y.
4. Classifying Ba¨cklund transformations of sine-Gordon type
In order to classify wavelike normal Ba¨cklund transformations for which both tensors
τ1, τ2 are nonvanishing, as in Proposition 3.3, it would be necessary to find all solutions of
the PDE system (3.4)-(3.7) satisfying the appropriate nondegeneracy conditions. After using
equations (3.5), (3.6) to eliminate f, g, the remaining equations are an overdetermined system
of four PDEs for the two functions F,G. The Cartan theory of exterior differential systems [5]
provides a powerful technique for determining the solution space for such overdetermined
systems; unfortunately, for this system the required computations appear to be intractable
in full generality. However, if we restrict our attention to the autonomous, quasilinear case,
then we can characterize the solution space to the corresponding PDE system (3.4)–(3.7).
Thus, we suppose that P ց B is a quasilinear, wavelike, autonomous normal Ba¨cklund
transformation. The results of §3 imply that there exist local coordinates x, y, u, v, p, q on B,
functions α, κ, µ of u alone, and functions β, η, ξ of v alone for which the functions F,G, f, g
may be written as
F = F0(u, v) + F1(u, v)p, G = G0(u, v) +G1(u, v)q,
f = µ(u) + α(u)p¯+ κ(u)q = µ(u) + α(u)F + κ(u)q,
g = ξ(v) + η(v)p+ β(v)q¯ = ξ(v) + η(v)p+ β(v)G
(4.1)
with F1G1 6= 0 or 1. Substituting the expressions (4.1) into the system (3.4)–(3.7) and
comparing coefficients with respect to p and q yields the following system of 8 PDEs:
F1,u +G1F1,v = 0, G1,v + F1G1,u = 0, (4.2a)
G0F1,v = (α− η)F1, F0G1,u = (β − κ)G1, (4.2b)
F0,u +G1F0,v = κ− F1G1β, G0,v + F1G0,u = η − F1G1α, (4.2c)
G0F0,v = µ+ αF0 − (ξ + βG0)F1, F0G0,u = ξ + βG0 − (µ+ αF0)G1. (4.2d)
Remark. If one were trying to solve for a quasilinear Ba¨cklund transformation between
two given equations uxy = µ + αux + κuy and vxy = ξ + ηvx + βvy, then (4.2) constitutes
an overdetermined system of 8 equations for the 4 functions F0, F1, G0, G1. One expects
the solvability conditions for this system (typically obtained by differentiating and equating
mixed partials) to severely limit the space of solutions, and for a generic pair of equations
one expects it to be empty. Even if we do not prescribe the underlying equations related by
the transformation, the system is still highly overdetermined, for we must augment (4.2) by
the requirement that the v-partials of α, κ, µ are zero and the u-partials of β, η, ξ are zero,
yielding a system of 14 equations for 10 functions.
In order to analyze the solution space of the system (4.2), we must first consider separately
the cases where the product F0G0 is either zero or nonzero. (If F0G0 is not identically equal
to zero, then we restrict our attention to the open set of B on which it is nonzero.)
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Case 0: F0G0 = 0. Without loss of generality, assume that G0 = 0. From the first equation
in (4.2b) and the fact that F1 6= 0, it follows that α(u) = η(v), and hence both α and η must
be equal to some constant c. Then from the second equation in (4.2c) and the fact that
F1G1 6= 1, it follows that α = η = 0. Finally, substituting these conditions into equations
(4.2d) (and using the fact that F1G1 6= 1) yields µ = ξ = 0.
Now, from equations (4.1), we see that B is a Ba¨cklund transformation between two PDEs
of the form
uxy = κ(u)uy, vxy = β(v)vy.
These PDEs are both Monge-integrable. Ba¨cklund transformations between such PDEs are
not particularly interesting, because the underlying PDEs can already be solved using only
ODE techniques.
Thus, for the rest of this section we will assume that F0G0 6= 0. Before proceeding with
our analysis, we prove the following theorem regarding the size of the solution space:
Theorem 4.1. The space of solutions to the system (4.2) satisfying F0G0 6= 0 is finite-
dimensional, with dimension at most 10.
Proof. The first two equations in (4.2) can be solved for F1,u and G1,v to obtain
F1,u = −G1F1,v, G1,v = −F1G1,u. (4.3)
These equations, together with their derivatives, determine all partial derivatives of F1 in-
volving any u-derivatives and all partial derivatives of G1 involving any v-derivatives in terms
of v-derivatives of F1 and u-derivatives of G1.
Next, observe that the last 6 equations in (4.2) can be solved for α, β, κ, η, µ, ξ to obtain
α =
(F1G0)v + F
2
1G0,u
F1(1− F1G1) , β =
(G1F0)u +G
2
1F0,v
G1(1− F1G1) ,
κ =
F0,u +G1F0,v + F1F0G1,u
1− F1G1 , η =
G0,v + F1G0,u +G1G0F1,v
1− F1G1 ,
µ =
F1G0F0,v − F0(F1G0)v
F1(1− F1G1) , ξ =
G1F0G0,u −G0(G1F0)u
G1(1− F1G1) .
(4.4)
Differentiating equations (4.4) and imposing the conditions
αv = βu = κv = ηu = µv = ξv = 0
yields 6 equations which can be solved algebraically for the second-order derivatives
F1,vv, G1,uu, F0,uu, F0,uv, G0,uv, G0,vv.
These expressions, together with their derivatives, determine all the remaining second and
higher-order partial derivatives of F1 and G1, together with all second and higher-order
partial derivatives of F0 involving any u-derivatives and all second and higher-order partial
derivatives of G0 involving any v-derivatives. For example, the expressions for the mixed
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partials of F0 and G0 take the form
F0,uv = − F0
G0G1
G0,uu + . . . , (4.5)
G0,uv = − G0
F0F1
F0,vv + . . . , (4.6)
where we have suppressed terms involving only first-order partials. Differentiating (4.5) with
respect to v and (4.6) with respect to u yields a pair of equations which are linear in F0,uvu
and G0,uvv (and for which the coefficient matrix has nonzero determinant (1−F1G1)/(F1G1)),
which can be solved to express these third-order partials in terms of first-order partials and
F0,vv, G0,uu.
We can also determine the third-order partials F0,vvv and G0,uuu. The expressions for the
second-order partials we obtained before include
F0,uu =
F0(1 + F
2
1G
2
1)
G0F 21G
2
1
G0,uu − F0,vv
F 21
+ . . . , G0,vv =
G0(1 + F
2
1G
2
1)
F0F 21G
2
1
F0,vv − G0,uu
G21
+ . . . .
Computing 0 = (F0,uu)v − (F0,uv)u using the first equation and (4.5), and computing 0 =
(G0,uv)v − (G0,vv)u using the second equation and (4.6), and using the expressions for F0,uvu
and G0,uvv obtained just above, yields a pair of equations which are linear in F0,vvv, G0,uuu.
Since the coefficient matrix has a similar nonzero determinant, these can be solved to deter-
mine F0,vvv and G0,uuu in terms of first-order partials and F0,vv, G0,uu
This process produces a total differential system for the functions F0, G0, F1, G1 and a
finite number of their derivatives. In particular, the Frobenius theorem guarantees that the
solution space has dimension at most 12, with any local solution being completely determined
by the values of
F0, G0, F1, G1, F0,u, F0,v, G0,u, G0,v, F1,v, G1,u, G0,uu, F0,vv
at a single point (u0, v0). Moreover, these values are not independent; equating the mixed
partial derivatives
(F0,uvv)v = (F0,vvv)u, (G0,uuu)v = (G0,uuv)u
yields two functionally independent relations that must be satisfied by these 12 parameters,
resulting in a solution space of dimension at most 10.

We note that it is possible—and indeed, likely—that differentiating the remaining relations
alluded to above may yield more relations, thereby reducing the solution space even farther.
Unfortunately the algebraic computations involved in doing so appear to be intractable,
even with the assistance of Maple. However, we can make significant progress towards
understanding the solution space in greater detail via direct analysis of the PDE system
(4.2). In order to proceed in this direction, we must divide into cases based on whether the
functions F1 and G1 are functionally dependent or independent. First, we consider the case
where these functions are both constant.
Case 1: F1, G1 both constant. In this case, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 4.2. Suppose that F1, G1 are both constant. Then
• If F1G1 6= −1, then B is a transformation between two constant-coefficient linear
PDEs.
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• If F1G1 = −1, then B is one of the following:
(1) a transformation between two constant-coefficient linear PDEs;
(2) a transformation between two PDEs of the form
uxy = a1e
2ru + a2e
−2ru, vxy = b1e
2rv + b2e
−2rv;
(3) a transformation between two PDEs of the form
uxy = a1 cos(2ru) + a2 sin(2ru), vxy = b1 cos(2rv) + b2 sin(2rv).
Proof. From equations (4.2b), it follows that α(u) = η(v) and β(v) = κ(u), and hence we
must have
α(u) = η(v) = c1, β(v) = κ(u) = c2
for some constants c1, c2. Then equations (4.2c) become
F0,u +G1F0,v = (1− F1G1)c2, G0,v + F1G0,u = (1− F1G1)c1. (4.7)
Since the right-hand sides of equations (4.7) are constants, it follows that
F0 = c2(u− F1v) + φ(v −G1u), G0 = c1(v − F1u) + ψ(u− F1v) (4.8)
for some functions φ, ψ of one variable.
For ease of notation, let
w = v −G1u, z = u− F1v,
so that we have
F0 = c2z + φ(w), G0 = c1w + ψ(z). (4.9)
Substituting (4.9) into (4.2d) and solving for µ, ξ yields
µ = − 1
(1− F1G1) ((c2z + φ(w))(c1 − F1ψ
′(z)) + (c1w + ψ(z))(c2F1 − φ′(w))) ,
ξ = − 1
(1− F1G1) ((c2z + φ(w))(c1G1 − ψ
′(z)) + (c1w + ψ(z))(c2 −G1φ′(w))) .
(4.10)
Now, µ must be a function of u alone and ξ must be a function of v alone. In terms of the
(w, z) coordinates, we have
∂
∂u
=
∂
∂z
−G1 ∂
∂w
,
∂
∂v
=
∂
∂w
− F1 ∂
∂z
.
Therefore, we must have
∂
∂v
µ =
(
∂
∂w
− F1 ∂
∂z
)
µ = 0,
∂
∂u
ξ =
(
∂
∂z
−G1 ∂
∂w
)
ξ = 0.
Applying these conditions to the expressions (4.10) yields the following differential equations
for φ and ψ:
φ′′(w)(c1w + ψ(z)) = F
2
1ψ
′′(z)(c2z + φ(w)),
G21φ
′′(w)(c1w + ψ(z)) = ψ
′′(z)(c2z + φ(w)).
(4.11)
Lemma 4.3. If F1G1 6= −1, then B is a transformation between two constant-coefficient
linear PDEs.
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Proof. Since F1G1 6= 1, the hypothesis implies that (F1G1)2 6= 1. Then equations (4.11)
imply that
φ′′(w)(c1w + ψ(z)) = ψ
′′(z)(c2z + φ(w)) = 0.
Note that these equations are equivalent to
φ′′(w)G0 = ψ
′′(z)F0 = 0.
Since F0G0 6= 0, it follows that φ′′(w) = ψ′′(z) = 0. Thus φ(w) and ψ(z) are linear functions
of their arguments. It follows immediately that µ is a linear function of u and ξ is a linear
function of v. Therefore, B is a transformation between two PDEs of the form
uxy = c1ux + c2uy + c3u+ c4, vxy = c1vx + c2vy + c5v + c6.

Now suppose that F1G1 = −1, so that equations (4.11) are linearly dependent. By per-
forming a change of variables of the form
x→ λx, y → 1
λ
y
in exactly one of the underlying PDEs, we may assume that F1 = 1, G1 = −1; then equations
(4.11) reduce to the single PDE
φ′′(w)(c1w + ψ(z)) = ψ
′′(z)(c2z + φ(w)). (4.12)
Note that this equation is equivalent to φ′′(w)G0 = ψ
′′(z)F0, and since F0G0 6= 0, it follows
that φ′′(w), φ′′(z) are either both zero or both nonzero. The argument in the proof of Lemma
4.3 shows that if φ′′(w) = ψ′′(z) = 0, then B is a transformation between two constant-
coefficient linear PDEs, so assume that φ′′(w), φ′′(z) are both nonzero.
Differentiating equation (4.12) with respect to z and w yields
φ′′′(w)ψ′(z) = ψ′′′(z)φ′(w).
By hypothesis, φ′(w) and ψ′(z) are not identically zero, so we may write this equation as
φ′′′(w)
φ′(w)
=
ψ′′′(z)
ψ′(z)
, (4.13)
and both sides of equation (4.13) must be constant.
Case 1(a): Both sides of equation (4.13) are equal to zero. Then we have
φ(w) = a2w
2 + a1w + a0, ψ(z) = b2z
2 + b1z + b0
for some constants ai, bi. Substituting into equation (4.12) yields
a2b2(w
2 − z2) + (a1b2 − a2c1)w + (b2c2 − a2b1)z + (b2a0 − a2b0) = 0. (4.14)
From the leading term, we have a2b2 = 0. If a2 = b2 = 0, then φ(w) and ψ(z) are both
linear functions, and B is a transformation between two constant-coefficient linear PDEs.
So suppose that a2 6= 0. (The case b2 6= 0 is analogous.) Then equation (4.14) implies that
b2 = b1 = b0 = c1 = 0, but then G0 = 0, contrary to hypothesis.
Case 1(b): Both sides of equation (4.13) are equal to a positive constant r2. Then we
have
φ(w) = a1e
rw + a2e
−rw + a0, ψ(z) = b1e
rz + b2e
−rz + b0
for some constants ai, bi. Substituting into equation (4.12) yields
(c1w + b0)(a1e
rw + a2e
−rw)− (c2z + a0)(b1erz + b2e−rz) = 0. (4.15)
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If a1 = a2 = b1 = b2 = 0, then φ(w) and ψ(z) are both constant functions, and B is a
transformation between two constant-coefficient linear PDEs. So suppose that at least one
of a1, a2 is nonzero. (The assumption that at least one of b1, b2 is nonzero is similar.) Then
equation (4.15) implies that b0 = c1 = 0. If we also have b1 = b2 = 0, then G0 = 0, contrary
to hypothesis; therefore, it must also be the case that at least one of b1, b2 is nonzero. Then
equation (4.15) implies that a0 = b0 = c1 = c2 = 0. Returning to (u, v) coordinates, it
follows that
F0 = a1e
r(u+v) + a2e
−r(u+v), G0 = b1e
r(u−v) + b2e
−r(u−v),
and B is a transformation between two PDEs of the form
uxy = r(a1b1e
2ru − a2b2e−2ru), vxy = −r(a1b2e2rv − a2b1e−2rv).
Relabeling the coefficients gives the form in Proposition 4.2.
Case 1(c): Both sides of equation (4.13) are equal to a negative constant −r2. Then we
have
φ(w) = a1 cos(rw) + a2 sin(rw) + a0, ψ(z) = b1 cos(rz) + b2 sin(rz) + b0
for some constants ai, bi. Substituting into equation (4.12) yields
(c1w + b0)(a1 cos(rw) + a2 sin(rw))− (c2z + a0)(b1 cos(rz) + b2 sin(rz)) = 0. (4.16)
The same argument as in the previous case shows that a0 = b0 = c1 = c2 = 0. Returning to
(u, v) coordinates, it follows that
F0 = a1 cos(r(u+ v)) + a2 sin(r(u+ v)), G0 = b1 cos(r(u− v)) + b2 sin(r(u− v)),
and B is a transformation between two PDEs of the form
uxy =
1
2
r
[
(a1b2 + a2b1) cos(2ru) + (a2b2 − a1b1) sin(2ru)
]
,
vxy =
1
2
r
[
(a1b2 − a2b1) cos(2rv) + (a2b2 + a1b1) sin(2rv)
]
.
Relabeling the coefficients gives the form in Proposition 4.2. 
As a consequence of the above, we note that when F1, G1 are both constant B is either
a transformation between two constant-coefficient linear PDEs or a transformation between
two f -Gordon equations of the form
uxy = f(u), vxy = g(v). (4.17)
Conversely, equations (4.2a), (4.2b) imply that for any f -Gordon equations with f(u), g(v)
not both zero (which implies that F0G0 6= 0), both F1 and G1 must be constant. This means
that the only Ba¨cklund transformations of this form between f -Gordon equations are those
specified in Proposition 4.2. Thus we have the following Proposition.
Proposition 4.4. Suppose that B is a quasilinear, wavelike, autonomous normal Ba¨cklund
transformation between two f -Gordon equations uxy = f(u) and vxy = g(v). Then B is one
of the transformations specified in Proposition 4.2. In particular, the functions f(u) and
g(v) must have one of the following forms:
(1) f(u) = a1u+ a0, g(v) = b1v + b0;
(2) f(u) = a1e
2ru + a2e
−2ru, g(v) = b1e
2rv + b2e
−2rv;
(3) f(u) = a1 cos(2ru) + a2 sin(2ru), g(v) = b1 cos(2rv) + b2 sin(2rv).
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We also note that this proposition does not preclude the possibility that other f -Gordon
equations may have Ba¨cklund transformations satisfying less stringent conditions.
For the rest of this section, we will assume that at least one of F1, G1 is non-constant.
This naturally leads to two possibilities, where the differentials dF1, dG1 are either linearly
dependent or independent at each point. We label these as Cases 2 and 3, respectively.
Case 2: F1, G1 dependent.
Proposition 4.5. Suppose that F1, G1 are functionally dependent, i.e., that dF1∧dG1 = 0,
but F1 and G1 are not both constant. Then one of F1, G1 is constant, and (assuming WLOG
that G1 is constant) B is one of the following:
(1) a transformation between two constant-coefficient linear PDEs;
(2) a transformation between either two PDEs of the form
uxy = c3e
G1r2u, vxy = c2e
r2vvy,
or two PDEs of the form
uxy = c1e
−G1r2uux, vxy = c4e
−r2v;
(3) a transformation between two PDEs of the form
uxy = c1e
G1r0uux, vxy = c2e
r0vvy;
(4) a transformation between two PDEs of the form
uxy = c1e
G1r0u
(
G1ux − b
r0
)
+ buy, vxy = c2e
r0v
(
vy − b
r0
)
+ bvx
with b, c1, c2 6= 0.
Remark 4.6. With the exception of the last transformation on the list, these are all trans-
formations involving either Liouville’s equation zxy = e
z, the Monge-integrable equation
zxy = e
zzx (or equivalently, zxy = e
zzy), or constant coefficient linear equations, all of which
appear on Goursat’s list [4] of PDEs that are Darboux-integrable at second order. The
transformation (4), however, is different: Up to scalings, translations, and interchanging the
independent variables, both underlying PDEs are equivalent to the PDE
zxy = e
z(zy − b) + bzx. (4.18)
This PDE is Monge-integrable: For any solution z(x, y), the quantity I = e−by(zx − ez)
satisfies ∂I
∂y
= 0. However, the PDE (4.18) is not Darboux-integrable at second order unless
b = 0.
Proof of Prop. 4.5. First we prove the following lemma:
Lemma 4.7. If dF1 ∧ dG1 = 0, then either F1 or G1 is locally constant.
Proof. We may rewrite (4.2a) as[
F1,u F1,v
] · [1 G1] = 0, [G1,u G1,v] · [F1 1] = 0.
Since the vectors
[
F1,u F1,v
]
and
[
G1,u G1,v
]
are linearly dependent, but the vectors
[
1 G1
]
and
[
F1 1
]
are linearly independent, it follows that one of the vectors
[
F1,u F1,v
]
,
[
G1,u G1,v
]
must be zero. Therefore, one of F1 or G1 must be locally constant. 
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Without loss of generality, we will assume that G1 is constant in the rest of this
subsection. From (4.2b), we have β(v) = κ(u), and hence we must have
β = κ = b
for some constant b. Moreover, (4.2a) implies that F1 is a function of the single variable
v −G1u. Thus, if we let w = v −G1u, we may set
F1 = ϕ(w) (4.19)
for some unknown function ϕ(w). Similarly, the first equation in (4.2c) gives
F0 = ψ(w) + b(1− F1G1)u
= ψ(w) + b(1−G1ϕ(w))u (4.20)
for some unknown function ψ(w). Then solving (4.2b) for G0 gives
G0 =
ϕ
ϕ′
(α− η). (4.21)
Thus, the Ba¨cklund transformations in this case are determined by the single-variable func-
tions α(u), η(v), µ(u), ξ(v), ϕ(w) and ψ(w).
Substituting (4.21) into the second equation of (4.2c) and dividing by the (nonzero) coef-
ficient of ηv gives
(αu + A0α)ϕ = ηv +B0η, (4.22)
where
A0 =
1
ϕ2ϕ′
((ϕ′)2 − (1−G1ϕ)ϕϕ′′), B0 = 1
ϕϕ′
((ϕ′)2 − (1−G1ϕ)(ϕϕ′′ − (ϕ′)2)). (4.23)
In what follows, we will use this equation, together with the fact that α, η and ϕ are functions
of different variables, to narrow down the possibilities.
Lemma 4.8. The functions A0 and B0 are either both constant or both non-constant.
Proof. It is easy to check that dB0/dw = ϕdA0/dw. 
Proposition 4.9. The functions α and η each satisfy constant-coefficient homogeneous
linear differential equations of order at most 3. The equations are of order at most 2 if A0, B0
are constants; in that case if ϕ′/ϕ is non-constant then α and η are constant multiples of
er1u and er2v respectively, where A0 = −r1 and B0 = −r2.
Proof. First, suppose that A0 = −r1 and B0 = −r2 are constant. Differentiating equation
(4.22) with respect to u and then dividing by ϕ yields a second-order linear ODE
αuu −
(
r1 +G1
ϕ′
ϕ
)
αu +G1r1
ϕ′
ϕ
α = 0 (4.24)
where the coefficients are functions of w = v − G1u. In fact, the roots of the auxiliary
equation are r1 and ρ = G1ϕ
′/ϕ, so that
α = C1e
r1u + C2e
ρu,
where ρ, C1, C2 are a priori functions of w. However, the fact that α must have no w-
dependence forces C1, C2 to be constants, as well as ρ if C2 6= 0. (To see this, set the
derivative of the expression for α with respect to w, holding u fixed, equal to zero; then
take a u-derivative, holding w fixed. This results in two homogeneous linear equations in
the exponentials, and thus the matrix of coefficients for these equations must be singular.
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Then setting the highest-order coefficient of u in the determinant yields this result.) Thus,
α satisfies a constant-coefficient homogeneous linear ODE of order at most two, and if ρ is
non-constant α must be a constant multiple of er1u. Similarly, dividing equation (4.22) by
ϕ, differentiating with respect to v, and then multiplying by ϕ yields
ηvv −
(
r2 +
ϕ′
ϕ
)
ηv + r2
ϕ′
ϕ
η = 0. (4.25)
Now we apply the same, argument noting here that the roots of the auxiliary equation are
r2 and ϕ
′/ϕ.
When A0 and B0 are non-constant functions of w, the argument is similar, but with an
additional step. Differentiating (4.22) with respect to u (holding v fixed) yields
ϕαuu + (−G1ϕ′ + ϕA′0)αu −G1(ϕA0)′α = −G1B′0η,
where primes denote derivatives with respect to w. Since B0 is assumed to be non-constant,
we may divide both sides by B′0 and differentiate again with respect to u to eliminate the
η term. This results in a third-order ODE for the function α(u), with coefficients that are
functions of w. Thus, α is a sum of terms of the form Cie
ρiu where Ci, ρi are (possibly
complex-valued) functions of w. However, a similar procedure of taking a w-derivative
(holding u fixed) and two additional u-derivatives (holding w fixed) results in a set of linear
homogeneous equations which are admit non-trivial solutions only if each Ci is constant, and
ρi is constant whenever Ci is nonzero. Thus, α satisfies a constant-coefficient homogeneous
linear ODE of order at most three. A similar argument yields an ODE of order at most three
satisfied by η(v). 
We now further pursue each of the cases indicated by Prop. 4.9.
Case 2(a): Suppose that A0 = −r1 and B0 = −r2 are constant.
First, suppose that ϕ′/ϕ = −r0 is constant. Then we have ϕ(w) = c0e−r0w for some
nonzero constant c0. (Note that, since we have assumed ϕ
′ 6= 0, we must have r0 6= 0.) Then
the expressions (4.23) and the conditions A0 = −r1, B0 = −r2 imply that
r1 = G1r0, r2 = r0.
Conversely, if r1 = G1r2, then the general solution to the (compatible) ODEs for ϕ deter-
mined by (4.23) and the conditions A0 = −r1, B0 = −r2 is ϕ(w) = c0e−r0w. In this case, the
general solution to equation (4.24) is
α(u) = c11e
G1r0u + c12e
−G1r0u,
and the general solution to equation (4.25) is
η(v) = c21e
r0v + c22e
−r0v.
Substituting these expressions, together with ϕ = c0e
−r0(v−G1u), into (4.22) yields
c22 = G1c0c12.
Now equations (4.2d) can be solved to obtain expressions for µ and ξ. Then the condi-
tions that µ is a function of u alone and ξ is a function of v alone imply (after substantial
computation) that we have the following possibilities:
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(i) b 6= 0, c12 = c11 −G1c0c21 = 0, and ψ(w) is a solution to the ODE
ψ′ = − G1c0r0
(G1c0 − er0w)ψ − bc0e
−r0w.
Then we have µ = −bc0c21
r0
eG1r0u, ξ = −bc21
r0
er0v, and B is a transformation between
equations of the form
uxy = c0c21e
G1r0u
(
G1ux − b
r0
)
+ buy, vxy = c21e
r0v
(
vx − b
r0
)
+ bvy .
(ii) b = c12 = µ = ξ = 0, ψ = c3(c21 − c11e−r0w), and B is a transformation between
equations of the form
uxy = c11e
G1r0uux, vxy = c21e
r0vvx.
Suppose that ϕ′/ϕ is not constant—or equivalently, that r1 6= G1r2. Then the only
solutions to equation (4.24) are α = c1e
r1u and the only solutions to equation (4.25) are
η = c2e
r2v. Furthermore, the ODEs for ϕ given by A0 = −r1, B0 = −r2 are compatible and
may be reduced to the single separable first-order ODE
ϕ′ =
ϕ(r2 − r1ϕ)
G1ϕ− 1 , (4.26)
whose solution may be given as an implicitly defined function of w but is not particularly
enlightening. Now equations (4.2d) can be solved to obtain expressions for µ and ξ. Then
the conditions that µ is a function of u alone and ξ is a function of v alone imply (after
substantial computation) that we have the following possibilities:
(iii) b = c1 = 0, r1 = −G1r2, and ψ(w) is a solution to the ODE
ψ′ =
2G1r2ϕ
(1−G1ϕ)2ψ.
Then we have µ = c3e
G1r2u, ξ = 0, and B is a transformation between equations of
the form
uxy = c3e
G1r2u, vxy = c2e
r2vvx.
(iv) b = c2 = 0, r1 = −G1r2, and ψ is a solution to the ODE
ψ′ =
r2(G
2
1ϕ
2 + 2G1ϕ− 1)
(1−G1ϕ)2 ψ.
Then we have µ = 0, ξ = c4e
−r2v, and B is a transformation between equations of
the form
uxy = c1e
−G1r2uux, vxy = c4e
−r2v.
(v) Either r1 = c2 = 0 and r2c1 6= 0, or r2 = c1 = 0 and r1c2 6= 0. In this case, B is a
transformation between constant-coefficient linear PDEs.
Case 2(b): Suppose that A0 and B0 are non-constant functions of w. By Proposition 4.9,
the functions α(u) and η(v) are each solutions of a constant-coefficient homogeneous linear
ODE of order at most 3. This implies that α has one of of the following forms (allowing for
the possibility of complex values for the constants rij and cij):
(1) α(u) = c11e
r11u + c12e
r12u + c13e
r13u, with r11, r12, r23 all distinct;
(2) α(u) = c11e
r11u + er12u(c12 + c13u), with r11, r12 distinct;
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(3) α(u) = er11u(c11 + c12u+ c13u
2).
Similarly, η has one of the forms:
(1) η(v) = c21e
r21v + c22e
r22v + c23e
r23v, with r21, r22, r23 all distinct;
(2) η(v) = c21e
r21v + er22v(c22 + c23v), with r21, r22 distinct;
(3) η(v) = er21v(c21 + c22v + c23v
2).
Moreover, substituting these expressions into (4.22) and evaluating along any line of the
form v − G1u = C, with C constant and chosen so that neither −A0 nor −B0 is equal to
any of the constants rij along this line, shows that α and η must both be of the same form,
with r1j = G1r2j for all j and with c1j = 0 if and only if c2j = 0.
For each of the possible forms for the pair (α(u), η(v)), substituting v = G1u + w into
equation (4.22) and comparing like terms in u imposes one or more ODEs on the function
ϕ(w). In the cases where these ODEs are compatible, solving equations (4.2d) for µ and ξ,
and then imposing the additional conditions that µ is a function of u alone and ξ is a function
of v alone implies (after substantial computation) that either ψ = b = 0 (which contradicts
the hypothesis F0 6= 0) or the underlying PDEs for u and v are both constant-coefficient
linear equations.

Case 3: F1, G1 independent. The following lemma, whose proof is an easy computation,
will be key to our analysis of this case:
Lemma 4.10. The equations (4.2a) imply that the following 1-forms are closed and hence
locally exact:
dh =
1
∆
(dv −G1du), dk = 1
∆
(du− F1dv),
where ∆ = 1− F1G1.
The differentials dh, dk are linearly independent, and thus we may introduce local coor-
dinates (h, k) as a local alternative to (u, v). The differentials du, dv are related to dh, dk
by
du = dk + F1dh, dv = dh+G1dk. (4.27)
For use below, we note that the coordinate vector fields in the two systems are related by
∂
∂h
=
∂
∂v
+ F1
∂
∂u
∂
∂k
=
∂
∂u
+G1
∂
∂v
,
∂
∂u
=
1
∆
(
∂
∂k
−G1 ∂
∂h
)
,
∂
∂v
=
1
∆
(
∂
∂h
− F1 ∂
∂k
)
.
(4.28)
From this, is it evident that equations (4.2a) are equivalent to the conditions that F1 is a
function of h alone and G1 is a function of k alone.
Let F ′1, F
′′
1 , etc., denote the derivatives of F1 with respect to h, and similarly for the
derivatives of G1 with respect to k. Then from (4.28) we have
F1,v =
1
∆
F ′1, G1,u =
1
∆
G′1.
Taking this into account, solving (4.2b) for F0 and G0 gives
F0 = (β − κ)∆G1
G′1
, G0 = (α− η)∆F1
F ′1
. (4.29)
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Equations (4.2c) may now be written as
∂
∂k
F0 = κ− F1G1β, ∂
∂h
G0 = η − F1G1α.
Substituting the expressions (4.29) into these equations gives (after some simplifications)
F1 (αu + A0α) = ηv +B0η, (4.30)
G1 (βv + C0β) = κu +D0κ, (4.31)
where
A0 =
(F ′1)
2 − F1F ′′1
F 21F
′
1
, B0 =
2(F ′1)
2 − F1F ′′1
F1F ′1
,
C0 =
(G′1)
2 −G1G′′1
G21G
′
1
, D0 =
2(G′1)
2 −G1G′′1
G1G
′
1
.
(4.32)
Lemma 4.11. The functions A0 and B0 (resp., C0 and D0) are either both constant or both
non-constant.
Proof. The conclusion follows immediately from the identities
dB0
dh
= F1
dA0
dh
and
dD0
dk
=
G1
dC0
dk
. We can also reach this conclusion by solving the ODEs obtained by setting one of
these coefficients to a constant (and we will need these solutions later anyway). For example,
setting A0 = −m1 is to the ODE
F1F
′′
1 − (F ′1)2 = m1F 21F ′1 (4.33)
which has a first integral
F ′1
F1
= m1F1 − n1 for a constant n1. Using this and the identity
B0 = F1A0 +
F ′1
F1
immediately gives B0 = −n1. Further integration gives F1 = n1
q1en1h +m1
if n1 6= 0, or F1 = 1
q1 −m1h when n1 = 0. (Because F
′
1 6= 0, in the first case q1 6= 0 and in
the second case m1 6= 0.) 
The last lemma shows that we can hope to determine transformations explicitly in the
following special case:
Case 3(a): Suppose that A0 = −m1, B0 = −n1, C0 = −m2, and D0 = −n2 are all constant.
Proposition 4.12. Suppose that F1, G1 are functionally independent and that the functions
A0, B0, C0, D0 in equations (4.32) are all constant. Then B is one of the following:
(1) a transformation between two PDEs of the form
uxy = s1e
muux + t2e
−muuy, vxy = s2e
−nvvx + t1e
nvvy
with m,n 6= 0 and s1t2 = s2t1;
(2) a transformation between a PDE of the form
uxy = s1e
muux + t2e
−muuy
with m 6= 0, and a constant-coefficient linear PDE.
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Proof. First, we note that equations (4.30), (4.31) have the obvious solutions
α(u) = s1e
m1u, η(v) = s2e
n1v, β(v) = t1e
m2v, κ(u) = t2e
n2u, (4.34)
where s1, s2, t1, t2 ∈ R. These are precisely the solutions for which both sides of equations
(4.30) and (4.31) vanish identically. Next, we will consider the other possibilities.
Lemma 4.13. With A0, B0, C0, D0 as above, equations (4.30), (4.31) have no additional
solutions besides those in (4.34) unless
m2 = −n1, n2 = −m1.
Proof. Without loss of generality, suppose that equation (4.30) has additional solutions be-
sides those in (4.34). For these solutions, neither side of (4.30) is identically zero, and
consequently
F1 =
U(u)
V (v)
(4.35)
for some functions U, V . (Specifically, U = (αu−m1α)−1 and V = (ηv−n1η)−1.) Substituting
this expression into the first equation from (4.2a) yields
G1 =
U ′V
UV ′
, (4.36)
and then the second equation in (4.2a) is equivalent to
UU ′′ − (U ′)2
U ′
=
V V ′′ − (V ′)2
V ′
.
Since the left-hand side is a function of u alone and the right-hand side is a function of v
alone, both sides must be equal to a constant c0. Setting both sides equal to zero, solving
for U ′′ and V ′′, using these expressions to determine F ′′1 and G
′′
1, and finally substituting in
(4.32) and simplifying, yields
D0 = −A0 = U
′ + c0
U
, B0 = −C0 = V
′ + c0
V
.

In light of Lemma 4.13, we first consider the cases where m2 = −n1 and n2 = −m1. For
ease of notation, set
m = m1 = −n2, n = m2 = −n1.
We note that m,n cannot both be zero, since B0−F1A0 = F ′1/F1 and so A0 = B0 = 0 would
imply that F1 is constant.
Case 3(a)(i): Suppose that m,n are both nonzero. Then A0 = −m and C0 = −n give
second-order ODEs for F1, G1 that we solve, as in the proof of Lemma 4.11, to obtain
F1(h) =
n
qe−nh −m, G1(k) =
m
re−mk − n (4.37)
for nonzero constants q, r ∈ R. Then we can integrate equations (4.27) to obtain the local
coordinate transformation
u = k − 1
m
(nh + ln(qe−nh −m)), v = h− 1
n
(mk + ln(re−mk − n)). (4.38)
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The inverse transformation is given by
h = v − 1
n
ln
(
mnemu+nv − 1
qnemu − r
)
, k = u− 1
m
ln
(
mnemu+nv − 1
rmenv − q
)
, (4.39)
and thus we may write the expressions (4.37) in terms of the (u, v) coordinates as
F1 =
n(r − qnemu)
qe−nv − rm , G1 =
m(q − rmenv)
re−mu − qn . (4.40)
Now, after clearing denominators appropriately, equations (4.30), (4.31) may be written as
n(qnemu − r)(αu −mα) = (rm− q−nv)(ηv + nη), (4.41)
m(rmenv − q)(βv − nβ) = (qn− r−mu)(κu +mκ). (4.42)
In each of these equations, one side is a function of u alone and the other side is a function
of v alone, so both sides must be constant. A straightforward computation shows that the
general solution of equations (4.41) and (4.42) is given by
α(u) = s1e
mu + s0 (qmn ln(qne
mu − r)emu −m(qmnemuu− r)) ,
η(v) = s2e
−nv + s0
(
qe−nv ln(rmenv − q) + rm) ,
β(v) = t1e
nv + t0 (rmn ln(rme
nv − q)env − n(rmnenvv − q)) ,
κ(u) = t2e
−mu + t0
(
re−mu ln(qnemu − r) + qn) ,
(4.43)
for constants s0, s1, s2, t0, t1, t2. Among these, s0, t0 are such that both sides of equation
(4.41) are equal to m2nr2s0 and both sides of equation (4.42) are equal to mn
2q2t0.
Finally, consider equations (4.2d). Substituting the expressions (4.40) and (4.43) into
(4.2d) and solving for µ and ξ, we find that µ is a function of u alone and ξ is a function of
v alone if and only if
s0 = t0 = s1t2 − s2t1 = 0.
Moreover, these conditions imply that µ = ξ = 0. Thus we see that B is a transformation
between equations of the form
uxy = s1e
muux + t2e
−muuy, vxy = s2e
−nvvx + t1e
nvvy, (4.44)
with s1t2 = s2t1. The transformation is given by
ux =
n(r − qnemu)
qe−nv − rm vx +
1
rm
(r − qnemu)(t1env − t−mu2 ),
vy =
m(q − rmenv)
re−mu − qn vx +
1
qn
(q − rmenv)(s1emu − s2e−nv).
(4.45)
Note that this is actually a 1-parameter family of transformations, with parameter λ = q/r.
Case 3(a)(ii): Suppose that one of m,n is equal to zero; without loss of generality, assume
that m 6= 0 and n = 0. Again integrating the second-order ODEs for F1, G1 gives
F1(h) =
1
q −mh, G1(k) = re
mk (4.46)
for some nonzero constants q, r ∈ R. Then we can integrate equations (4.27) to obtain the
local coordinate transformation
u = k − 1
m
ln(mh− q), v = h+ r
m
emk. (4.47)
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The inverse transformation is given by
h =
mv + qremu
m(remu + 1)
, k = u+
1
m
ln
(
mv − q
remu + 1
)
, (4.48)
and thus we may write the expressions (4.46) in terms of the (u, v) coordinates as
F1 =
remu + 1
q −mv , G1 =
remu(mv − q)
remu + 1
. (4.49)
Now, after clearing denominators appropriately, equations (4.30), (4.31) may be written as
(remu + 1)(αu −mα) = (q −mv)ηv, (4.50)
r(mv − q)βv = (e−mu + r)(κu +mκ). (4.51)
As in the previous case, both sides of each of these equations must be constant. A straight-
forward computation shows that the general solution of equations (4.50) and (4.51) is given
by
α(u) = s1e
mu + s0 (re
mu(ln(remu + 1)−mu)− 1) ,
η(v) = s2 − s0 ln(mv − q),
β(v) = t1 − t0r ln(mv − q),
κ(u) = t2e
−mu + t0
(
e−mu ln(remu + 1)− r) ,
(4.52)
where s0, t0 are such that that both sides of equation (4.50) are equal to ms0 and both sides
of equation (4.51) are equal to mr2t0.
Now consider equations (4.2d). Substituting the expressions (4.49) and (4.52) into (4.2d)
and solving for µ and ξ, we find that µ is a function of u alone and ξ is a function of v alone
if and only if s0 = t0 = 0. Moreover, these conditions imply that µ = 0 and
ξ(v) =
1
m
(s1t2 − s2t1)(mv − q).
Thus we see that B is a transformation between the equation
uxy = s1e
muux + t2e
−muuy
and the constant-coefficient linear equation
vxy = s2vx + t1vy +
1
m
(s1t2 − s2t1)(mv − q).
The transformation is given by
ux =
remu + 1
q −mv vx +
1
m
e−mu(remu + 1)(t1e
mu − t2),
vy =
remu(mv − q)
remu + 1
vx +
1
m
(q −mv)(s1emu − s2).
(4.53)
Note that this is actually a 2-parameter family of transformations, with parameters q, r.
If the constants m1, n1, m2, n2 do not satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 4.13, then α, β, κ, η
are given by (4.34). However, the remaining analysis is more complicated. We can still solve
ODEs for the functions F1 and G1, as in Lemma 4.11; for instance, if m1, n1, m2, n2 are all
nonzero, then we have
F1 =
n1
q1en1h +m1
, G1 =
n2
q2en2k +m2
(4.54)
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for some nonzero constants q1, q2 ∈ R. We can still substitute these expressions into equations
(4.27) and integrate to obtain the local coordinate transformation
u =
1
m1
(
m1k + n1h− ln(q1en1h +m1)
)
, v =
1
m2
(
m2h+ n2k − ln(q2en2k +m2)
)
.
(4.55)
However, the inverse transformation is surprisingly unwieldy, so in order to investigate equa-
tions (4.2d), we have little choice but to work in (h, k) coordinates and use the transformation
(4.55) to express the functions (4.34) in terms of h and k. When we substitute the resulting
expressions (along with (4.54)) into (4.2d), solve for µ and ξ, and impose the conditions that
∆
∂µ
∂v
=
(
∂
∂h
− F1 ∂
∂k
)
µ = 0, ∆
∂ξ
∂u
=
(
∂
∂k
−G1 ∂
∂h
)
ξ = 0,
we find (after substantial computation) that there are no solutions unless m1 = −n2 and
m2 = −n1. Thus we conclude that the only solutions for which A0, B0, C0, D0 are all constant
are those described above. 
Before leaving Case 3(a), we wish to show that there are weaker hypotheses that lead to
the classification in Prop. 4.12. To see how these arise, we begin by solving the equations
(4.2c) by integration. Using (4.29) we can rewrite these equations as
∂
∂h
(
(α− η)F1
F ′1
)
= η, (4.56)
∂
∂k
(
(β − κ)G1
G′1
)
= κ. (4.57)
(Note that these equations are equivalent to (4.30) and (4.31).) Let η˜ be a v-antiderivative
of η; then, because ∂η˜/∂h = η, we can integrate (4.56) to get
(α− η)F1
F ′1
= η˜ + ψ0, (4.58)
where ψ0 is a some function of k only. Next, letting α˜ denote a u-antiderivative of α allows
us to rewrite (4.58) as
∂
∂h
α˜ = F1η + F
′
1(η˜ + ψ0),
and integrating this with respect to h (holding k fixed) gives
α˜ = F1(η˜ + ψ0) + ψ1, (4.59)
where ψ1 is some function of k. Applying ∂/∂k to both sides gives
α = F1G1η + F1ψ
′
0 + ψ
′
1. (4.60)
We now use (4.58) and (4.60) to solve for η, yielding
η =
1
∆
(
ψ′1 + F1ψ
′
0 −
F ′1
F1
(η˜ + ψ0)
)
. (4.61)
Similarly, letting β˜ denote a v-antiderivative of β and κ˜ a u-antiderivatives of κ, we have
(β − κ)G1
G′1
= κ˜+ φ0, β˜ = G1(κ˜+ φ0) + φ1 (4.62)
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for some functions φ0, φ1 of h only, and by differentiating the latter equation and eliminating
β we obtain
κ =
1
∆
(
φ′1 +G1φ
′
0 −
G′1
G1
(κ˜+ φ0)
)
. (4.63)
The left-hand sides of (4.61),(4.63) are functions of v only (respectively, u only), so apply-
ing the operator ∆∂/∂u = ∂/∂k−G1∂/∂h (resp., ∆∂/∂v) yields zero on the left, while on the
right we can obtain an expression that is linear in η˜ with coefficients involving F1, G1, ψ0, ψ1
and their derivatives (resp., linear in κ˜ with coefficients involving F1, G1, φ0, φ1 and deriva-
tives). The resulting equations are
R
F 21∆
2
(η˜ + ψ0)− ∂
∂k
(
ψ′1 + F1ψ
′
0
∆
)
+
(ψ′0 + F1G
2
1ψ
′
1)F
′
1
F1∆2
= 0 (4.64)
S
G21∆
2
(κ˜+ φ0)− ∂
∂h
(
φ′1 +G1φ
′
0
∆
)
+
(φ′0 + F
2
1G1φ
′
1)G
′
1
G1∆2
= 0, (4.65)
where the coefficients R, S (which will play an important role in what follows) are given by
R = G1∆(F
′2
1 −F1F ′′1 )+(F1G′1−G21F ′1)F1F ′1, S = F1∆(G′21 −G1G′′1)+(G1F ′1−G21G′1)G1G′1.
Note that these expressions are symmetric under the interchange of F1 and G1.
Proposition 4.14. The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) R = 0;
(ii) F1 is a product of a function of u and a function of v;
(iii) S = 0;
(iv) G1 is a product of a function of u and a function of v;
Proof. To show that (i) and (ii) are equivalent, we use the identity
R
F 21
= −G1∆ ∂
∂h
F ′1
F1
+
F ′1
F1
(
∂
∂k
−G1 ∂
∂h
)
(F1G1)
= ∆2
∂
∂u
F ′1
F1
− F
′
1
F1
∆
∂
∂u
∆.
Thus, if R = 0 then
∂
∂u
ln
(
F ′1
∆F1
)
= 0, and hence F ′1/F1 = a∆ for some function a(v). It
would follow that
∂
∂v
lnF1 =
1
∆
∂
∂h
lnF1 = a,
and thus
∂2
∂u∂v
lnF1 = 0, giving (ii). Similarly, if F1 = A(v)B(u), then it is straightforward
to compute that R vanishes. By symmetry, (iii) and (iv) are equivalent.
To show that (i) and (iii) are equivalent, we will need two further identities. The first is
R
∆G1F 21F
′
1
=
F ′1
F 21
− F
′′
1
F1F ′1
+
∂
∂u
ln(F1G1). (4.66)
This follows from writing
R
G1F
2
1F
′
1
=
(
F ′1
F 21
− F
′′
1
F1F
′
1
)
∆+
G′1
G1
−G1F
′
1
F1
, (4.67)
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and interpreting the last two terms as the result of applying ∆
∂
∂u
=
∂
∂k
−G1 ∂
∂h
to ln(F1G1).
The second identity is
S
∆2F1G21
= − ∂
∂k
∂
∂u
ln(F1G1). (4.68)
This follows from computing[
∂
∂k
,
∂
∂u
]
=
[
∂
∂u
+G1
∂
∂v
,
∂
∂u
]
= −G1,u ∂
∂v
= −G
′
1
∆2
(
∂
∂h
− F1 ∂
∂k
)
and expanding
∂
∂k
∂
∂u
ln(F1G1) = −G
′
1
∆2
(
∂
∂h
− F1 ∂
∂k
)
ln(F1G1) +
∂
∂u
∂
∂k
lnG1
= −G
′
1
∆2
(
F ′1
F1
− F1G
′
1
G1
)
+
1
∆
∂
∂k
(
G′1
G1
)
.
If R = 0, then applying
∂
∂k
to (4.66) implies that the right-hand side of (4.68) vanishes, and
thus S = 0. Similarly, S = 0 implies R = 0 by symmetry. 
Corollary 4.15. The conditions in Prop. 4.14 imply the hypotheses of Prop. 4.12.
Proof. Assuming R = 0, (4.66) implies that
A0 =
F ′1
F 21
− F
′′
1
F1F ′1
= − ∂
∂u
ln(F1G1).
The left-hand side is a function of h while, by conditions (ii) and (iv) above, the right-hand
side is a function of u. Thus, both sides are constant. By symmetry, S = 0 implies that C0
is constant. 
It turns out that the conditions in Prop. 4.14 also hold when the right-hand sides of the
underlying PDEs for u and v are homogeneous in the first-order partials. (Of course, the
converse is not true, the exception being the transformation given by (4.53) above.)
Proposition 4.16. If µ = ξ = 0, then the conditions in Prop. (4.14) hold.
Proof. Solving (4.2d) for the Greek-letter variables gives(
µ+ αF0
ξ + βG0
)
=
1
∆
(
G0F0,v + F1F0G0,u
F0G0,u +G1G0F0,v
)
. (4.69)
Using (4.2c) to substitute for G0,u in the top equation in (4.69) and for F0,v in the bottom
equation, and then solving for µ, ξ gives
µ =
1
∆F 20
(
η − α
F0
− ∂
∂v
(
G0
F0
))
= −F0G0
∆
∂
∂v
ln
(
F1G0
F0
)
(4.70)
ξ =
1
∆G20
(
κ− β
G0
− ∂
∂u
(
F0
G0
))
= −F0G0
∆
∂
∂u
ln
(
G1F0
G0
)
, (4.71)
where the expressions on the right are obtained by using (4.29) to eliminate η−α and κ−β.
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Thus, if µ = ξ = 0 then F1G0 = σF0 and G1F0 = τG0 for some functions σ, τ of u, v
respectively. It follows that
0 =
∂
∂h
∂
∂k
ln(F1G1) =
∂
∂h
(
σ′
σ
)
+
∂
∂k
(
τ ′
τ
)
= F1
∂
∂u
(
σ′
σ
)
+G1
∂
∂v
(
τ ′
τ
)
.
If both derivatives of σ′/σ and τ ′/τ are zero, then σ, τ are exponential functions of their
arguments, and substituting for F1G1 = στ in (4.68) gives S = 0. If these derivatives are
not zero, then multiplying the last displayed equation by F1 gives
F 21
∂
∂u
(
σ′
σ
)
= −στ ∂
∂v
(
τ ′
τ
)
.
Thus, F1 is a function of u times a function of v. 
Case 3(b): Suppose that at least one of the pairs (A0, B0), (C0, D0) consists of non-
constant functions. Without loss of generality, suppose that A0 and B0 are non-constant
functions of h, and consider equation (4.30). The derivatives of this equation with respect
to h and k (using (4.28) to compute derivatives of α and η) yield two equations that can be
solved for αuu and ηvv to obtain
αuu =
1
1− F1G1
(
(G1B0 − A0)αu +G1(A′0 + A0B0 − F1A20)α−G1A′0η
)
,
ηvv =
1
1− F1G1
(
F1(B0 − F1A0)αu − (1− F1G1)B0ηv + F1(A′0 + A0B0 − F1A20)α− F1A′0η
)
.
(4.72)
Then computing
(αuu)v = (ηvv)u = 0
and taking (4.72) into account yields a relation between αu, ηv, α, and η, which together
with (4.30) can be solved for αu and ηv. Repeating the process, computing
(αu)v = (ηv)u = 0
yields two independent linear relations of the form
Yi(h, k)α+ Zi(h, k)η = 0, i = 1, 2
where Yi and Zi are long differential polynomials in F1 and G1. This leads to several condi-
tions that must be satisfied:
(1) In order for there to exist nonzero solutions (α, η), we must have Y1Z2 − Y2Z1 = 0.
This condition yields a complicated polynomial equation that is simultaneously a
(highly nonlinear) 5th-order ODE for F1 and a 2nd-order ODE for G1.
(2) Assuming that the previous condition is satisfied, each of the ratios Yi
Zi
= − η
α
must
be equal to a function of u alone times a function of v alone, and so must satisfy the
PDE
∂2
∂u∂v
(
ln
(
Yi
Zi
))
= 0.
This condition leads to additional, higher-order equations that must be satisfied by
F1 and G1.
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We suspect that these conditions are simply too overdetermined and that there are no so-
lutions to (4.30) with A0 and B0 non-constant—let alone that any such solutions might
also satisfy equations (4.2d). Unfortunately the algebra is too complicated to carry out to
completion, so we must leave this conjecture unsettled for the time being.
We summarize the results of Propositions 4.2, 4.5, and 4.12 in the following theorem (also
taking note of Theorem 4.1):
Theorem 4.17. Any quasilinear, wavelike, autonomous normal Ba¨cklund transformation is
one of the following:
• If F1, G1 are constant, then:
(1) If F1G1 6= −1, then B is a transformation between two constant-coefficient linear
PDEs.
(2) If F1G1 = −1, then B is one of the following:
(a) a transformation between two constant-coefficient linear PDEs;
(b) a transformation between two PDEs of the form
uxy = a1e
2ru + a2e
−2ru, vxy = b1e
2rv + b2e
−2rv;
(c) a transformation between two PDEs of the form
uxy = a1 cos(2ru) + a2 sin(2ru), vxy = b1 cos(2rv) + b2 sin(2rv).
• If F1, G1 are functionally dependent but not both constant, then one of them, say
G1, is constant, and B is one of the following:
(1) a transformation between two constant-coefficient linear PDEs;
(2) a transformation between either two PDEs of the form
uxy = c3e
G1r2u, vxy = c2e
r2vvy,
or two PDEs of the form
uxy = c1e
−G1r2uux, vxy = c4e
−r2v;
(3) a transformation between two PDEs of the form
uxy = c1e
G1r0uux, vxy = c2e
r0vvy;
(4) a transformation between two PDEs of the form
uxy = c1e
G1r0u
(
G1ux − b
r0
)
+ buy, vxy = c2e
r0v
(
vy − b
r0
)
+ bvx
with b, c1, c2 6= 0.
• If F1, G1 are functionally independent and the functions A0, B0, C0, D0 defined by
(4.32)) are all constant, then B is one of the following:
(1) a transformation between two PDEs of the form
uxy = s1e
muux + t2e
−muuy, vxy = s2e
−nvvx + t1e
nvvy
with m,n 6= 0 and s1t2 = s2t1;
(2) a transformation between a PDE of the form
uxy = s1e
muux + t2e
−muuy
with m 6= 0 and a constant-coefficient linear PDE.
• A possible finite-dimensional family of transformations with F1, G1 functionally in-
dependent and where at least one of the pairs (A0, B0), (C0, D0).
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5. Discussion
We close by noting that not all interesting Ba¨cklund transformations involving integrable
PDEs fit the restrictions we put in place at the beginning of §2.2; in particular, the total B
can have arbitrary dimension. For example, consider the Tzitzeica equation
(ln h)xy = h− h−2, (5.1)
which arises in connection with the construction of affine spheres [6]. (Note that this PDE can
be put into the wavelike form (3.1) by setting u = ln h.) This equation has an auto-Ba¨cklund
transformation which is defined by a compatible system of total differential equations
αx =
hxα + λβ
h
− α2, αy = h− αβ,
βx = h− αβ, βy = hyβ + λ
−1α
h
,
where λ is an arbitrary nonzero constant. Given a solution h of (5.1), one solves for α and
β, and then the new solution of (5.1) is given by h′ = 2αβ − h. (Note that the system is
symmetric under the interchanging of h and h′.) The system for α and β is equivalent to
a Pfaffian system of rank 2 defined on a 7-dimensional total space B, with submersions to
5-manifolds M,M, each carrying a copy of the Monge-Ampe`re system encoding (5.1).
To give another example, in our previous paper [3] we proved that (almost) all hyper-
bolic Monge-Ampe`re equations that are Darboux-integrable at second order are linked by
a Ba¨cklund transformation to the wave equation zxy = 0, and this transformation is of the
type described in §2.2. These transformations may be composed, in an obvious way, to yield
a more general Ba¨cklund transformation between any two of these equations (for example,
uxy = 2
√
uxuy/(x + y) and vxy = 2v/(x+ y)
2) where, again, the total space has dimension
7. However, it also happens that certain pairs of these equations are linked to each other
by quasilinear wavelike Ba¨cklund transformations of the type discussed in this paper, where
the total space is 6-dimensional, and which do not appear to involve the wave equation.
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